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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of effective epidemic
management, which depends on policies that consider the complexities of how
people move and interact. This study introduces a novel decision support tool
that integrates an activity-based model for mobility dynamics with a SIRD model
for infection transmission. The tool consists in a multi-objective optimization
framework that evaluates the trade-offs between public health and economic fac-
tors across socio-economic segments. Our findings show that policies targeted at
specific demographic groups significantly improve the efficacy of interventions.
The proposed framework offers policy makers a multi-objective-model approach,
we can offer policymakers a set of optimized, segmented strategies, presented
through an intuitive dashboard. This visualization compares potential outcomes
along the Pareto frontier, helping select balanced and effective policies. The pro-
posed model offers a significant step forward in epidemic management, providing
a robust platform for data-driven decision making in crisis scenarios.

Keywords: activity-based modeling, SIRD model, policy optimization, epi-
demic management, multi-objective optimization, decision support tool.

1 Introduction
The global outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the critical role
of activity-travel behavior in understanding disease transmission dynamics, in-
forming policy decisions and effectively managing the spread of infectious dis-
eases. The interaction of activity-travel behavior with disease transmission in-
dicates the need for collaboration between epidemiological and transportation
communities to develop robust and efficient decision support tools (Qian and
Ukkusuri, 2021; Nguyen et al., 2022; Molloy et al., 2021). Specifically, the
COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted travel behavior patterns across various socio-
economic segments (SES) (Xi et al., 2023), leading to substantial negative impacts
on social equity (Chang et al., 2021). As we strive to understand how best to man-
age the spread of a disease and its repercussions, it is crucial to understand and
account for the differences in activity-travel behavior between population seg-
ments and design policies that account for these variations.

As part of the effort to manage disease spread, activity-travel restrictions have
been widely used to prevent hospital overload and epidemic rebound. Although
some restrictions on activity travel have a significant economic and social impact
on the country (Queiroz et al., 2022), resulting in substantial human and economic
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loss, others manage to effectively prevent disease transmission with only minimal
inconveniences and negligible impact on these areas. Therefore, it is crucial to
make a clear distinction between different types of policy. Evaluating the trade-
off between the health benefits and economic costs of these policies becomes cru-
cial in guiding policy decisions during a pandemic. Although some studies in
the literature take into account activity-travel behavior (Filho et al., 2022; Kerr
et al., 2020; Tirachini and Cats, 2020) for disease spreading, they do not ade-
quately integrate it into policies that effectively benefit from the fact that such be-
haviors vary between different population segments. Recognizing and leveraging
these behavioral differences is essential to formulating segment-specific policies
that provide a more effective containment in disease spreading.

To address these literature gaps, this paper aims to explore the integration of
epidemiological and transportation perspectives for informed decision support in
managing disease transmission for future pandemics in order to find targeted poli-
cies. For this reason, we integrate two submodels: i) an activity-based model
to capture activity-travel behavior, ii) and an epidemiological model to study the
spread of the disease, encapsulated by a multi-objective optimization tool that pro-
vides a set of optimal policies for each segment of the population (Pareto front).
This approach allows policymakers to make informed decisions that balance pub-
lic health and economic impact, targeting different socio-economic groups. We
show that segment-specific policies are more effective than generalized ones, pro-
viding a more flexible response to an epidemiological crisis. The decision vari-
able in our approach is represented as a high-dimensional tensor, which provides
a method to efficiently handle the complexity involved in segment-specific policy-
making, and when the policy is applied. By bridging the gap between the epidemi-
ological and transportation communities, we can better develop robust decision-
support tools that address the challenges posed by disease spread. Our approach
achieves its purpose by addressing activity-travel behavior and customizing poli-
cies for different population segments, showing that one-size-fits-all policies of-
ten fail to account for the unique needs and behaviors of different demographic
groups.

We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. In Section 2, we review the
related literature. In Section 3, we present the methodology of our tool. In Section
4, we present the results of our case study. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

2 Literature review
In recent years, especially with the onset of COVID-19, there has been a notable
shift in the epidemiological world, with the transportation community making
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significant contributions. However, a common trend in this line of research is a
stronger focus on the modeling aspect, often at the expense of detailed policy im-
plementation, which is crucial for effective disease management.

Traditional epidemiological models have been criticized for their lack of het-
erogeneity and integration of mobility. Recognizing this gap, recent studies have
begun to incorporate mobility data to improve predictions and evaluate mobility
limitation strategies.

Table 1 provides a comprehensive summary of these studies, showcasing their
characteristics in terms of mobility and epidemiological models, heterogeneity
considerations, policy evaluations, and the types and levels of policies examined.
This summary helps to contextualize our current understanding and highlights
areas where further development is needed.

2.1 Disaggregated policies
In the field of pandemic management, particularly in the context of COVID-19,
research that focuses on disaggregated policy approaches is notably limited, to the
best of the authors’ knowledge. A prominent example is the study by Acemoglu
et al., 2020, which stands out for its targeted approach in a multigroup SIR model,
focusing on different age groups and their respective risk profiles. This study
found that targeting risk/age groups with differential lockdowns significantly out-
performs uniform policies. Although these policies effectively minimize both eco-
nomic losses and deaths by implementing stricter lockdowns for the most vulner-
able group, they are not widely explored in the literature.

Approaches that consider disaggregated policies(Acemoglu et al., 2020; Broth-
erhood et al., 2020), originate primarily from the epidemiological community,
missing the integration of critical mobility aspects, which are crucial in the man-
agement of disease control. The lack of a comprehensive analysis of activity re-
strictions in these studies represents a significant gap. Bridging the epidemiologi-
cal and transportation communities could provide greater insight into how, where,
and between whom the disease spreads. This integration is essential for develop-
ing targeted interventions that consider not only epidemiological factors such as
vaccination or confinement policies but also the dynamics of mobility and activity
restrictions, crucial for a more effective response to pandemic management.
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2.1.1 Studies focusing on mobility without comprehensive epidemiological
integration

While several studies have incorporated mobility data, a critical limitation lies
in their failure to fully integrate this heterogeneity into epidemiological models.
This results in a gap where the socioeconomic aspects that influence mobility are
not reflected in the dynamics of disease transmission. For example, Qian and
Ukkusuri, 2021 explore the impacts of mobility on disease spread, but does not
explore how socioeconomic factors influencing mobility patterns are integrated
into epidemiological aspects, leaving a crucial aspect of behavioral heterogene-
ity unaddressed. Similarly to Qian and Ukkusuri, 2021, Chang et al., 2021 focus
on the general impacts of mobility but do not extend their analysis to incorporate
these mobility patterns into a more heterogeneous epidemiological model. This
lack of integration limits the potential for more interpretability in disease trans-
mission and control models.

2.1.2 Studies bridging mobility with policy frameworks

Some studies have attempted to bridge mobility data with policy frameworks, but
with varying degrees of integration. A systematic review of COVID-19 transport
policies can be found in Calderon Peralvo et al., 2022. Regarding research adopt-
ing a multi-objective perspective, we find that Yaesoubi et al., 2021 introduce a
multi-objective optimization tool for physical distancing interventions, aiming to
balance COVID-19 control with economic costs. This study represents an attempt
to link mobility restrictions with epidemiological results, although the integration
of heterogeneity into the epidemiological model could be improved by integrating
individual-level probabilities of infection into the epidemiological model, rather
than using a grouped approach by segment. Chen et al., 2022 develop a linear pro-
gramming framework to study the trade-off between fatality rates and community
reopening. Although acknowledging the multi-objective nature of the problem,
the study primarily focuses on a singular intervention plan, potentially simplify-
ing complex socioeconomic dynamics. Filho et al., 2022 use an age-structured
model to optimize the vaccination strategy, but does not include a mobility model
to fully capture the interaction between mobility patterns, socioeconomic factors,
and epidemiological outcomes.

These studies indicate a growing recognition of the importance of integrat-
ing mobility and socio-economic factors into epidemiological models. However,
there is still room for improvement, particularly in developing models that reflect
the complexity of human behavior more accurately, a crucial aspect for transporta-
tion behavioral experts. This shortcoming is particularly evident in the context of
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disaggregated policy approaches, where the potential for targeted interventions
based on intricate mobility patterns is vast but remains unexplored.

2.2 Bridging the gaps with a comprehensive framework
Our study builds on the foundational work in disaggregated policy approaches,
notably Acemoglu et al. (2020). We extend their work by integrating detailed
analyses of mobility aspects and activity restrictions, which are key to effective
pandemic management. Our approach goes beyond the current targeted policies
by incorporating these critical elements into our epidemiological models. Our
methodology adopts a multi-objective optimization framework, which avoids the
common oversimplification of having one combined objective function. This al-
lows for a more sophisticated analysis that considers the trade-off between public
health and economic impact, allowing policymakers to decide where to draw the
line in ethical implications. The high-dimensional tensor used as decision variable
efficiently addresses the complexities involved in crafting segment-specific poli-
cies, facilitating a more adaptable and efficient response to epidemiological crises.

In summary, our study contributes to the relatively unexplored area of dis-
aggregated policy approaches in pandemic management. By combining this ap-
proach with detailed analyses of mobility and activity restriction policies, we pro-
vide a more comprehensive and effective framework for pandemic management.
This advance is crucial for future public health crises and disease spread man-
agement, setting a new precedent for targeted and effective pandemic response
strategies.

3 Methodology
The model captures the dynamic of two phenomena: mobility and infection. Fig-
ure 1 shows graphically a sketch of the proposed framework. The dynamic of
mobility is captured within a day, discretized into T time intervals. For each day,
we consider a discretized time horizon into T time intervals of the same length. A
typical discretization is 30 minutes, so the time is indexed by t = 1, . . . , T = 48.
It is assumed that the mobility patterns are identical from day to day. The infec-
tion dynamic is captured in L consecutive periods, typically a day, numbered 1 to
L. In the rest of the paper, we use the word “day” to refer to these periods.

The space is represented by a discrete set F locations, or facilities, corre-
sponding to the points of the perimeter that we are interested in (a city, a region,
etc.) We also consider a discrete list of A activities that individuals can perform
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Reference Title Mobility Epidemiological Policy
Model Heterogeneity Model Type Heterogeneity Y/N? Multi objectives Type Aggregation

Acemoglu et al., 2020 Optimal Targeted Lockdowns in a Multi-Group
SIR Model

No ✓ Compartmental,
SIR

✓ ✓ No Targeted Lockdowns,
Group Distancing,
Testing

Disaggregated

Brotherhood et al., 2020 An Economic Model of the COVID-19 Epi-
demic: The Importance of Testing and Age-
Specific Policies

No ✓ Agent-based ✓ No No Testing, Confinements Disaggregated

Chang et al., 2021 Mobility network models of COVID-19 explain
inequities and inform reopening

✓ ✓ ✓ Agent-based,
SEIR

No ✓

Chari et al., 2020 The Hammer and the Scalpel: On the Eco-
nomics of Indiscriminate versus Targeted Iso-
lation Policies during Pandemics

No ✓ Compartmental,
SIR

✓ ✓ No Testing, Isolation Aggregated

Chen et al., 2022 An Optimization Framework to Study the
Balance Between Expected Fatalities Due to
COVID-19 and the Reopening of U.S. Commu-
nities

No ✓ Network,
CC19LP

✓ ✓ ✓ Activity Restriction Aggregated

Colas et al., 2021 EpidemiOptim: A Toolbox for the Optimization
of Control Policies in Epidemiological Models

No No ✓ Agent-based,
SEIR

✓ ✓ ✓ Quarantine Aggregated

Eubank et al., 2004 Modelling disease outbreaks in realistic urban
social networks

✓ ✓ ✓ Compartmental
SEIR

No No

Filho et al., 2022 Optimization of COVID-19 vaccination and the
role of individuals with a high number of con-
tacts: A model based approach

✓ ✓ ✓ Compartmental,
SEIAHRV

✓ ✓ No Vaccination Aggregated

Ghamizi et al., 2020 Simulation and Optimization for Covid-19 Exit
Strategies

✓ No ✓ Compartmental,
SEIHCRD

No ✓ No Quarantine, activity-
restrictions

Aggregated

Janko et al., 2023 Optimizing non-pharmaceutical intervention
strategies against COVID-19 using artificial in-
telligence

No No ✓ Compartmental,
SEIRD + Ma-
chine learning

No ✓ ✓ Non-Pharmaceutical
Interventions

Aggregated

Kerr et al., 2020 Covasim: an agent-based model of COVID-19
dynamics and interventions

✓ ✓ ✓ Agent-based,
SE4IRD

✓ No

Muller et al., 2020 Using mobile phone data for epidemiologi-
cal simulations of lockdowns: government in-
terventions, behavioral changes, and resulting
changes of reinfections

✓ ✓ ✓ Agent-based,
SEIR

No No

Qian and Ukkusuri, 2021 Connecting urban transportation systems with
the spread of infectious diseases: A Trans-SEIR
modeling approach

✓ ✓ ✓ Compartmental,
SEIR

No No

Yaesoubi et al., 2021 Adaptive Policies to Balance Health Benefits
and Economic Costs of Physical Distancing In-
terventions during the COVID-19 Pandemic

No ✓ Compartmental,
SEIRH

No ✓ ✓ Physical distancing Aggregated

Our approach Multi-objective Optimization of Activity-
Travel Policies for Epidemic Control: Bal-
ancing Health and Economic Outcomes on
Socio-Economic Segments

✓ ✓ ✓ Compartmental,
Age-stratified
SIRD

✓ ✓ ✓ Activity-restrictions Disaggregated

Table 1: Summary of Papers and Their Characteristics

during the day. Each activity a is associated with a set of locations or facilities
Fa.

The population is segmented into G groups, characterized by their socio-
economic characteristics (age, gender, residence location). The assumption is that
each group is homogeneous in terms of spread of the disease. In particular, for
each group g, we assume a recovery rate γg (0 < γg ≤ 1), and a death rate µg. γg

is the percentage of individuals in group g who recover from the disease in a day,
and µg (0 < µg ≤ 1), is the percentage of infected individuals in group g who die
in a day, as derived from previous studies (Kerr et al., 2020).

3.1 Input
As input, we obtain a description of the mobility of the population from the output
of a microscopic activity-based model, such as MATSim or TASHA (Horl and
Balac, 2021; Yasmin et al., 2015), which generates a list of activity schedules for
N individuals at day 0. Each individual n is associated with a facility fnt for
each time interval t, and the group gn to which they belong. These models are
suitable for simulating the travel behavior of individuals, providing the granular
data necessary for our analysis. The inputs and outputs required from these types
of model are found in Figure 1, which shows the integration of travel behavior
data into our multi-objective optimization framework.
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Figure 1: Dynamics of the framework

From this list, we derive the number of individuals for each facility f perform-
ing an activity a, each group g and each time interval t on day 0, the reference
day:

N0
fagt =

∑
n

1[fnt = f, gn = g, ant = a], (1)

where 1[·] is one if all conditions are verified, and 0 otherwise. We derive the
total number of people per facility by summing the number of individuals of each
group g performing all the possible activities a in f at time t as:

N0
fgt =

∑
a

N0
fagt.
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The number of individuals in a group g is therefore defined as

Ng =
1

T

∑
t

∑
f

N0
fgt. (2)

Note that we have dropped the index 0 representing the reference, as we assume
that the global number of individuals in each group does not vary over time in the
model.

In terms of infection information, we have at our disposal, for every day, the
number ŷi

gℓ of infected individuals for each socio-economic group g. It is used
to calibrate the parameters of the epidemiological model. Moreover, we need the
initial values of the epidemiological situation: the number I0g of infected individu-
als per group g on day 0, the number R0

g of recovered cases, and the number D0
g of

deceased individuals. The number S0
g of susceptible cases is defined as everybody

else:
S0
g = Ng − I0g − R0

g −D0
g.

In terms of economic situation, we need the GDP ĝ0 of the area under interest
at day 0. We also need g0

a, the contribution to the GDP of activity a on the
reference day 0.

3.2 Modeling elements
The key elements of our modeling framework are: the number of contacts in the
population organized into groups, the description of the epidemiological situation,
the description of the restriction policies, and the force of infection, which serves
as the link between the mobility of the individuals and the spread of the disease.

3.2.1 Number of contacts

The key indicator to model the spread of the disease on day 0 is the number of
contacts generated by the activity schedules of the population. And in order to
take into account the socio-economic characteristics of the individuals, we need
such an indicator per group and per time interval. We define C0

fgjt as the number
of contacts between individuals from group g and group j in facility f at time t,
which is, for each location, the number of individuals in one group multiplied by
the number of individuals in the other group. If g and j happen to be the same
group, we need to remove the contacts of an individual with herself, and divide by
two to avoid double counting. Therefore,

C0
fgjt =

{
N0

fgt(N
0
fgt − 1)/2 if g = j,

N0
fgtN

0
fjt otherwise, (3)
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where
N0

fgt =
∑
a

N0
fagt.

The impact of the impact of C0
fgjt on the spread of the infection is described in

Subsection 3.2.4.

3.2.2 Epidemiological situation

The epidemiological situation of individual n on day ℓ is characterized by a dis-
crete variable Hnℓ which can take four values:

Hnℓ =


S if n is susceptible on day ℓ,

I if n is infected on day ℓ,

R if n is recovered on day ℓ,

D if n otherwise.

(4)

The aggregate health state is captured by four continuous variables Sgℓ, Igℓ,
Rgℓ, and Dgℓ defining the total number of individuals in group g belonging to the
corresponding compartment (Susceptible, Infected, Recovered, and Dead) on day
ℓ:

Sgℓ =
∑
n∈g

1 [Hnℓ = S] ,

Igℓ =
∑
n∈g

1 [Hnℓ = I] ,

Rgℓ =
∑
n∈g

1 [Hnℓ = R] ,

Dgℓ =
∑
n∈g

1 [Hnℓ = D] ,

such that Sgℓ + Igℓ + Rgℓ +Dgℓ = Ng, ∀g, ℓ.

3.2.3 Restriction policies

We are interested in analyzing the impact of lockdown policies that limit the num-
ber of individuals allowed in various categories of facilities. For instance, closing
restaurants, or limiting the access to shops to a maximum number of individuals.
A policy Θ consists in applying a restriction factor to the different groups g and
activities a, between day ℓpu and day ℓpv , where

ℓpu ≥ 0, (5)

and
0 ≤ θagℓ ≤ 1.
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For instance, if the factor is set to zero, it means that the corresponding facilities
Fa are closed, and cannot be used by group g during that period, and 1 otherwise.

Therefore, the number of individuals of group g in facility f during each time
intervals t of day ℓ is imposed to be

Nℓ
fgt =

∑
a

θagℓN
0
fagt, (6)

where N0
fagt is defined by (1). This quantity represents the number of individuals

of each group who used to travel and perform activities during the reference day,
and are staying home on day ℓ because of the restriction policies. There are two
impacts of a policy. First, reducing the number of individuals reduces the number
of contacts and, therefore, potential infections. In that case, the number of contacts
between ℓpu and ℓpv is (3) where N0

fgt is replaced by Nℓ
fgt, defined by (6):

Cℓ
fgjt =

{
Nℓ

fgt(N
ℓ
fgt − 1)/2 if g = j,

Nℓ
fgtN

ℓ
fjt otherwise. (7)

The impact of that new contact matrix on the spread of the infection is described in
Subsection 3.2.4. The second impact is economic. The working force is reduced
by the policy, which has a direct impact on the GDP of the country. This reduction
is due to mainly two factors: interruption of activities due to the government’s
decisions, and infected or deceased individuals who stop contributing to the work
force. The modeling of this impact is described in Subsection 3.3.2.

3.2.4 Force of infection

The core of the model consists in predicting how contacts (characterized by the
variable Cℓ

fgjt) translate into infections. This is captured by a quantity called the
“force of infection”. For each day ℓ, and each group g, we define βgℓ as the “force
of infection”, that is the rate at which susceptible individuals of group g acquire
an infectious disease, and can be represented by:

βgℓ =
∑
f

∑
j

∑
t

ρgjC
0
fgjt

Ij(ℓ⋆−ν)

Nj

, (8)

where each term of the sum represents the infections caused by a different group
j, ρgj represents the proportion of contacts between g and j that translates into
an actual infection, and Ij(ℓ⋆−ν) is the number of infected individuals from group
j at time ℓ⋆ − ν, where ν is the incubation period. The parameters ρgj must be
calibrated from data, as described in Appendix A.
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3.3 Performance indicators
We are now interested in deriving global indicators corresponding a given sce-
nario. In order to do this, we first capture the dynamics of the infection using an
epidemiological model, described in Subsection 3.3.1. It allows to derive an indi-
cator of the global sanitary situation. Then, we feed the outcome of this model into
an economic model (described in Subsection 3.3.2) to derive a global economic
indicator.

3.3.1 Epidemiological model

The role of the epidemiological model is to capture the dynamics of the epidemic
in the population. The reference state-of-art model for this phenomenon is called
SIRD (Kermack et al., 1927). The SIRD model predicts the number of cases in
the population using Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs), with the implicit
assumption that the underlying variables are continuous. Some versions of the
model apply these equations on each group of the population (usually, segmented
by age groups):

dSgℓ

dℓ
= −βgℓSgℓ

dIgℓ

ds
= βgℓSgℓ − γgIgℓ − µgIgℓ

dRgℓ

ds
= γgIgℓ

dDgℓ

ds
= µgIgℓ,

where βgℓ is the force of infection defined by (8). In our context, with the variables
capturing the epidemiological situation being discrete, we reformulate the ODEs
as follows:

Sg(ℓ+1) = Sgℓ − βgℓSgℓ where Sgℓ ≥ 0, (9)
Ig(ℓ+1) = Igℓ + βgℓSgℓ − γgIgℓ − µgIgℓ where Igℓ ≥ 0, (10)
Rg(ℓ+1) = Rgℓ + γgIgℓ where Rgℓ ≥ 0, (11)
Dg(ℓ+1) = Dgℓ + µgIgℓ where Dgℓ ≥ 0. (12)

Note that the variables S, I, R and D stay non negative because the parameters
β, γ and µ are between 0 and 1. This model can be used to derive an aggregate
health cost Υ, counting the death toll and the infected cases with severe symptoms
during the period of interest:

Υ =
∑
g

∑
ℓ

(Dgℓ). (13)
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3.3.2 Economic model

The economic situation on a given day ℓ is captured by the Cobb-Douglas produc-
tion function (Colas et al., 2021):

Γℓ = ζWλ
ℓ (14)

where ζ is a constant factor accounting, in particular, for the capital input, Wℓ is
the working force at day ℓ, and λ is the capital elasticity (Economy, 2020). At day
0,

W0 = αN, (15)

where α is the employment rate (Statista, 2020). Therefore, the value of ζ can be
derived from the observed GDP ĝ0 using the following equation:

ln ζ = ln ĝ0 − λ ln(αN). (16)

We define δℓ the reduction of the percentage of GDP due to the restrictions
applied to the activities:

δℓ =
∑
a

[∑
g

(
1− θagℓ

)Ng

N

]
(gdp)0a, (17)

where (gdp)0a is the contribution to the GDP of activity a on day 0. The working
force on day ℓ is defined as

Wℓ = α(N0 −Mℓ), (18)

where
Mℓ =

∑
g

Igℓ +Dgℓ

is the number of individuals missing for the working force, because they are in-
fected, and must stay home, or deceased, and α is the employment rate. Therefore,
the GDP on day ℓ is defined as:

Γℓ = ζδℓW
λ
ℓ , (19)

where ζ is defined by Equation (16). And the average GDP during the period of
interest is

Γ =
1

L

∑
ℓ

Γℓ. (20)

To calculate the loss of GDP for every activity due to the unemployment given
by the lockdown policies, the values of the vector of contribution to GDP (gdp0

a)
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are taken from the literature (Janko et al., 2023). A significant challenge is the
assumptions regarding the contribution of GDP for each group. Estimating the
economic impact of various sectors or groups is not straightforward, especially
in a dynamic global economy. Although we base our assumptions on the best
available data and expert opinions, there is an inherent level of uncertainty. The
potential discrepancies in these assumptions can lead to variations in the projected
outcomes of our policies.

3.3.3 High-dimensional decision variable in policy formulation

The policy formulation within our multiobjective optimization framework is en-
capsulated by a high-dimensional decision variable, denoted as a tensor Θ. This
tensor Θ includes elements θagℓ representing the level of restriction imposed for
every activity a, group g, and day ℓ within the time interval from ℓpu to ℓpv . The
tensor is structured such that:

Θ = {ℓpu, ℓ
p
v , θagℓ | ∀g ∈ G, ∀a ∈ A} . (21)

For days outside of the policy enforcement period, the restriction factors are
set to 1, indicating no restrictions:

θagℓ = 1, ∀g,∀a, for ℓ < ℓpu or ℓ > ℓpv . (22)

This high-dimensional tensor allows for a tailored policy design, which is ca-
pable of capturing the relationship between different population segments, activi-
ties, and time intervals. The dimensionality of Θ highlights the need for an algo-
rithm that allows navigating through solutions and optimizing a wide policy space,
thus facilitating the identification of targeted, effective, and potentially equitable
interventions.

3.3.4 Summary

In summary, the models proceed as follows. From a given restriction policy p, we
derive the number of individuals of group g in facility f during each time intervals
t of day ℓ using Equation (6). Then, we compute the contact matrix using Equation
(7). The force of infection is derived from the contact matrix using Equation (8).
The epidemiological model (9)–(12) is then applied to obtain the health situation
during the period of interest. This is used to calculate two indicators:

• a health cost Υ, defined by (13), and

• the average GDP Γ , defined by (20).
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Finally, our multiobjective optimization problem can be written as:

min [Υ(p), Γ(p)] (23)

subject to:

(5), (6), (7), (8), (9)–(12).

In addition to the primary indicators of health and economic performance de-
rived from our integrated epidemiological and activity-based models, it is possible
to incorporate further indicators into our multi-objective optimization framework.
For example, we can introduce a third objective focused on healthcare system ca-
pacity, with the aim of keeping hospitalizations within manageable limits to pre-
vent healthcare system overload. This would involve adapting our epidemiologi-
cal model to include a hospitalization compartment and stratifying the population
by area. Subsequently, our optimization algorithm could identify local activity re-
striction policies that simultaneously minimize mortality, economic loss, and the
number of hospital cases, ensuring that local healthcare systems remain within
capacity. The adaptation of the compartmental model to include a hospitaliza-
tion compartment and a segmentation based on the municipality of the individual
allows for a local policy design that is responsive not only to global health and
economic concerns, but also to the critical regional healthcare capacities.

3.4 Optimization
The above models allow for each restriction policy p to derive two indicators: a
health cost Υ(p) and an economic indicator Γ(p). These indicators play a signif-
icant role in optimizing policy decisions. However, the task of optimizing these
parameters presents a significant challenge due to their conflicting nature and the
high-dimensional complexity of the decision variable involved.

To address this complexity, the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) method-
ology and its various operators are introduced. VNS is a metaheuristic algorithm
widely used to solve complex optimization problems. VNS (Mladenovic and
Hansen, 1997; Ortelli et al., 2021) operates by exploring different neighborhoods
around a current solution, adapting to the characteristics of the problem, and it-
eratively improving the solution. It is particularly effective for multi-objective
optimization problems, such as the one at hand.

In the context of this multi-objective optimization problem involving health
cost and GDP, VNS employs various operators to explore and refine policy solu-
tions. The key operators used in VNS include move operators, which VNS uses to
explore alternative policy solutions by modifying the restrictions in various ways
to generate a set of diverse policies that need to be evaluated. Examples of these
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operations include adding, removing, or adjusting specific restrictions in a policy.
Additionally, VNS integrates local search operators that focus on refining a given
policy within a specific neighborhood, aiming to improve it by making iterative,
minor changes, and evaluating their effects on health costs and GDP. To avoid
local optima, VNS uses perturbation strategies that inject a controlled amount of
randomness into the search. This can involve altering the current policy or de-
parting from a local minimum to inspect a different part of the solution space.
An essential step in the process is the objective function evaluation, where VNS
computes the health cost and GDP of each policy according to the set objectives,
determining its quality and if it contributes to the Pareto optimal set.

The selection of VNS operators and their combination in the algorithm can
substantially dictate its efficiency in discovering Pareto optimal policies. Since
these two objectives are conflicting, we need to introduce the notion of dominance.

We say that policy p1 dominates policy p2, if the corresponding health cost is
lower and the GDP strictly greater

Υ(p1) ≤ Υ(p2) and Γ(p1) > Γ(p2),

or if the corresponding health cost is strictly greater and the GDP lower

Υ(p1) < Υ(p2) and Γ(p1) ≥ Γ(p2).

Note that the dominance relation is not complete. Indeed, if one policy is better
for one criterion than another policy, but worse for the other criterion, none of the
policies is dominating the other one.

Consider a set of policies P , we say that policy p∗ is Pareto optimal if it is not
dominated by any policy in P .

3.4.1 VNS input

The neighborhood structures Hz(Θ) in our VNS algorithm are defined on the basis
of the size parameter z. Each structure represents a set of policy configurations
accessible from the current solution Θ using size operators z. We also define
Q as the maximum number of unsuccessful candidates for each neighborhood
structure.

Hz(Θ) = {Θ ′ | Θ ′ is obtained from Θ using operators of size z, } (24)

where z decides how much policies are modified, allowing varying levels of
adjustment.
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3.4.2 Customization of VNS operators

Our operators, designed to interact with Θ and H, include:

1. Policy adjustment operators: These operators modify the elements θagℓ of
Θ to either increase or decrease the level of restriction for specific activities
and groups. The operators adjust θagℓ by a predefined step size zδ. Where
δ is fixed to 10%. For instance, the increase policy operator modifies θagℓ

to min(θagℓ + zδ, 1), whereas the decrease policy operator updates it to
max(θagℓ − zδ, 0). There are ag operators of this type for increasing the
level of restriction and ag for decreasing them.

2. Time adjustment operators:

• Increase/Decrease start time operator: These operators modify the
policy’s starting time ℓpu, either advancing or delaying the onset of
policy enforcement. The increase start time operator modifies ℓpu to
max(1,min(ℓpu + z, ℓpv)), whereas the decrease operator updates it to
max(1,min(ℓpu − z, ℓpv)).

• Increase/Decrease end time operator: Similarly, these operators ad-
just the policy’s ending time ℓpv , extending or shortening the duration
of policy application. The increase end time operator modifies ℓpv to
max(ℓpu,min(ℓpv + z, L)), whereas the decrease operator updates it to
max(ℓpu,min(ℓpv − z, L)).

• Postpone policy operator: This operator advances both the starting and
ending times of the policy enforcement period. The new starting time
is calculated as ℓp ′

u = max(1,min(ℓpu+z, L)), and the new ending time
is ℓp ′

v = max(ℓp ′
u ,min(ℓpv + z, L)).

• Anticipate policy operator: This operator moves the policy enforce-
ment period earlier. It calculates the new starting time as ℓp ′

u = max(1,min(ℓpu−
z, L)), and the new ending time as ℓp ′

v = max(ℓp ′
u ,min(ℓpv − z, L)).

3. Extreme policy operators: These two operators set all θagℓ values to the
extremes, representing the broadest scope within H. The first one sets all
θagℓ to 1, and the second sets all θagℓ to 0.

3.4.3 Integration within the VNS framework

The VNS algorithm, through iterative navigation of H, dynamically adjusts policy
configurations:

• Dynamic neighborhood search: The algorithm picks and adapts randomly
the neighborhood size z and applies it to the operators to refine Θ.
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• Operator application: Operators are applied to Θ, according to the current
neighborhood structure, creating new configurations Θ ′.

• Evaluation and Update: Configurations Θ ′ are evaluated for their impact
on health and economic outcomes, with the solution set updated to include
only those enhancing the Pareto front.

• Finalization: When Q candidate solutions have been evaluated without
success for a particular neighborhood structure z, the algorithm then shifts
to the next structure, z + 1. This process continues until the final neigh-
borhood structure, Z, is explored. The algorithm is designed to restart the
entire process whenever it identifies an improved model.

4 Case study
In this section, we examine the outcomes of our study, focusing on the implica-
tions of various restrictions on both public health and economy. To conduct our
analysis, we use a synthetic population that captures the activity-travel behavior
within the canton of Vaud, Switzerland, sourced from a calibrated MATSim sim-
ulation output from ETH Zurich (Horl and Balac, 2021). These mobility data
are complemented by aggregating open-source health data, categorized by age
groups, including the positive, the negative, and the total tests performed by an
age group g from mid-February 2020 to end-July 2020 (CloudPlatform, 2021).
The calibration and validation of the model can be found in Appendix A of the
paper.

Regarding parameter values, we choose ν based on the "incubation period"
(see Galmiche et al., 2023). The incubation period is known to be 5 days and is
defined as the average number of days between an infection and a positive test.
To calculate the loss of GDP for every activity due to the unemployment given
by the lockdown policies, the values of the vector of contribution to GDP

(
gdp0

a

)
are taken from the literature (Janko et al., 2023). A significant challenge is the
assumptions regarding the contribution of GDP for each group. Estimating the
economic impact of various sectors or groups is not straightforward, especially
in a dynamic global economy. Although we base our assumptions on the best
available data and expert opinions, there is an inherent level of uncertainty. The
potential discrepancies in these assumptions can lead to variations in the projected
outcomes of our policies.

Our method takes into account the varied patterns of daily travel and activity
among different population segments of the population, and it targets segment-
specific actions that can benefit from that by limiting only when the restriction re-
duces mortality and/or economic loss. In our study, we examine the population in
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four age groups: children (0-17 years), young adults (18-34 years), adults (35-64
years), and older adults (65 and older). This segmentation is chosen because age
is the common attribute available in both health-related data and activity-travel be-
havior data sets. However, there are other segments that would be useful and inter-
esting to analyze. For example, segment by the level of rurality of the area where
people live, since this greatly affects how individuals travel, their daily routines,
and most importantly, the amount of contacts per day. This type of segmenta-
tion would tailor local rules, allowing lighter restrictions with lower mortality and
economic impact. Alternatively, we could group people by employment status,
which could help decision-makers to organize better teleworking from home, and
when people should go shopping, making sure the rules fit everyone’s situation,
by keeping the mortality rate and economic loss low.

The findings presented in the following sections show the impact of various in-
tervention strategies, underscoring the strengths of our targeted approach. Signifi-
cantly, the outcomes of the Pareto front, which have been assessed using different
initial values, consistently converge to the same solution. This convergence sup-
ports the stability of the Pareto front and its uniqueness, offering a reliable tool
for decision-making. Furthermore, these outcomes can be effectively displayed
on a dashboard, providing decision makers with a practical means to compare and
contrast potential solutions.

4.1 Analysis on Reaction Times
This subsection illustrates the critical importance of reaction times in determining
the range of Pareto optimal policy outcomes during a pandemic, in accordance
with the results obtained by Aleta et al., 2020. Figure 2 presents the Pareto front
of the optimization problem (23), where each dot corresponds to a Pareto optimal
policy among all policies investigated by the algorithm. The Pareto front illus-
trates the trade-off between GDP loss and the number of deaths for various policy
implementation scenarios. Each scenario considers a different starting time ℓpu,
by modifying constraint (5). The plots capture the results of numerous simula-
tions, with each point representing a specific combination of interventions and
their corresponding impact on public health and the economy. Given the impor-
tance of starting time in the formulation of policies, it is observed that across var-
ious scenarios with predefined starting constraints, the Pareto optimal solutions
consistently converge on the recommendation for immediate implementation.

In the 10-Day Scenario (red), policies begin after 10 days, representing an
idealized quick response. The 20-Day Scenario (blue) has a 20-day delay, while
the 30-Day Scenario (green) mirrors the response time seen in the pandemic’s
initial wave. The 40-Day Scenario (yellow) denotes a 40-day delay, indicating
a substantial delay in action. The Pareto front of each scenario is composed of
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Figure 2: Reaction Time Impact on GDP Loss and Number of Deaths

different policy choices. A lower position on the y-axis indicates fewer deaths,
whereas a position further to the right on the x-axis represents a higher GDP loss.
A short reaction time, particularly within the initial 10 days, offers a variety of
strategies that successfully minimize both the death toll and the economic loss.
In this scenario, it is possible to achieve outcomes where GDP loss is restricted
to approximately 1.5%, while the number of deaths remains below 40. On the
other hand, as the reaction time increases to 40 days, the available policy options
become severely limited, with no apparent solution capable of limiting the number
of deaths to less than 100 or a GDP or a GDP loss greater than 3%. With this
information, we can generate a dashboard similar to Table 2 that policy makers
could use.

Table 2 clearly shows the delicate balance that policy makers must achieve in
the timing of their responses to a health crisis. In Policy A we observe that while
the GDP loss remains constant, the human cost in terms of deaths can vary dra-
matically, underscoring that economic measures are intrinsically linked to health
outcomes. The stability of GDP loss across varying policy reaction times is par-
ticularly sensitive, as the productivity and contributions of individuals who are
infected or have unfortunately died are directly factored into the economic per-
formance indicator. This is because the loss of workforce due to illness or death
can have a great effect on GDP, beyond the immediate impact of restrictions on
economic activities. Each policy adjustment, such as opening or closing sectors
like education or shopping, is a strategic move to minimize this dual impact. For
example, in Policy B, for Group 2, leisure remains closed and education is par-
tially open compared to Policy C, indicating a possible hybrid model of online
and in-person activities. On the other hand, group 3 has leisure activities open to
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Policies Duration Groups Activities GDP Loss Deaths
Home Leisure Work Shop Education

Policy D 116 Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.4 3.3 21.27
Group 2 1.0 0 0.0 0.45 0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0 0.0 1.0
Group 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Policy C 86 Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.3 43.84
Group 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.15 0.0
Group 4 1.0 0.1 1.0 1.0 1.0

Policy B 77 Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.3 71.01
Group 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 0.15
Group 4 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0

Policy A 50 Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 3.3 128.25
Group 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.6
Group 4 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 2: Summary of policy configurations and their impacts over different reac-
tion times - constant GDP loss

children and the elderly but closed to all adults, compared to Policy C, suggesting
relaxation in certain areas to maintain economic stability. Continuing the narra-
tive established in the previous table, where we examined the impact of different
policy reaction times on GDP loss, Table 3 presents a complementary perspective.
Here, we consider a limit of a maximum of 100 casualties acceptable, analyze how
our tool proposes policy adjustments, and see the influence of economic activities
on constant health outcomes. Similarly to earlier findings, where consistent GDP
loss across various durations highlighted the intertwining of economic and health
consequences. This table underscores the policy changes required to maintain a
fixed number of casualties. For example, in Policy E, we observe that group 1
faces a 50% restriction in education, while group 4 is subject to a 70% reduc-
tion in shopping, delineating a strategic calibration of restrictions across different
sectors. This reflects the observation of the previous table, such as the reopening
of 15% of the education facilities in Policy F for group 2, showing an adaptive
mix of online and offline modes. Relaxation of work and leisure activities for
group 3 in the same reaction time scenario also mirrors this approach, a strate-
gic shift in policy to preserve economic equilibrium while keeping health impacts
constant. These correlations between the two tables enrich our understanding of
the complex and dynamic nature of policy making in crisis situations, where the
goal transcends mere balancing and ventures into optimizing the delicate inter-
play between public health and economic health. This comparison shows how
important it is to act quickly and make guided decisions during a pandemic. It
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Policies Duration Groups Activities GDP Loss Deaths
Home Leisure Work Shop Education

Policy E 60 Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 3.94 98.57
Group 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
Group 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0

Policy F 57 Group 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.45 4.11 100.67
Group 2 1.0 0.15 0.0 1.0 0.0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0
Group 4 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.45 1.0

Policy G 52 Group 1 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 0.0 6.94 99.34
Group 2 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.0
Group 3 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Group 4 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.25 0.45

Table 3: Summary of policy configurations and their impacts over different reac-
tion times - constant deaths

also highlights how being prepared and able to adapt quickly in how we respond
can help to lessen the effects on both people’s health and the economy.

4.2 Analysis of Policy Scenarios and Their Impacts
In this subsection, we analyze various policies and their impacts. We explore the
contrast between the real policy implemented and three Pareto optimal policies
proposed by our model, highlighting the implications for public health and the
economy.

Figure 3: Analysis of Policy Scenarios and Their Impacts

Figure 3 provides a visual representation of the real policy, marked by an or-
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ange point, and serves as a reference point, reflecting a baseline scenario with
significant economic and health consequences (Office, 2022). Figure 4 represents
a series of spider charts that illustrate multiple policies with respect to five differ-
ent activities: home, recreation, work, shop, and education. The spider chart is
designed in a polygon frame, where each axis of the chart corresponds to one of
these categories. The data for each policy are represented as a filled area plot in
the spider chart, where the magnitude along each axis denotes the restriction of
the policy for that activity. Combining the information from Figure 3 and Figure 4
we observe how Policy S, emphasizing health, applies varying restrictions for dif-
ferent groups: The first group experiences full opening for work and shopping, but
fully closing for leisure and education, reflecting a focus on maintaining essential
economic activities while limiting social interactions. The second group faces to-
tal closure in leisure and work and reduces shopping activities to 40%, indicating
a more stringent approach, while the third group faces total closure in education.
In contrast, Policy P, with an economic focus, shows a more balanced approach,
allowing more activities such as full opening for work and shopping for the first
group, but with moderate leisure in 15% and education at 45% for the second
group. This suggests an attempt to sustain economic functions while controlling
high-risk activities. Policy Q, which aims for a balance, allows increased activ-
ity in education 60% for the first group, indicating recognition of the long-term
importance of education in conjunction with immediate health concerns.

In all, these policies underline the delicate trade-off between GDP and eco-
nomic and health considerations, and each group faces various restrictions based
on its profile and the broader strategy of each policy.

4.3 Comparison of Aggregated vs. Disaggregated Policies
Modern policymaking, especially in response to global challenges, requires a nu-
anced approach due to the difficulty in creating strategies that effectively serve
diverse populations and sectors. The debate between aggregated and disaggre-
gated policies brings to light the complexities involved in finding strategies that
target different populations and sectors.

Aggregated policies, often referred to as "one-size-fits-all" approaches, offer
a uniform solution. They are generally easier to implement and monitor, given
their broad application. However, they may not always meet the specific needs
of individual sectors or groups, which can lead to inefficiencies or unintended
consequences.

Disaggregated policies allow for tailored strategies. They take into account the
unique characteristics and needs of different sectors or groups. By being more tar-
geted, they can potentially offer more effective solutions, especially in situations
where blanket policies might be counterproductive. Figure 5 shows the Pareto
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Figure 4: Comparison of Policy Restrictions Using Spider Plots

Figure 5: Pareto Fronts for Aggregated and Disaggregated Policies

fronts for aggregated and disaggregated policies over a specific reaction time. The
figure underscores the potential gains from customized policies. We observe that,
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while aggregated policies might offer certain benefits in terms of simplicity and
broad applicability, disaggregated policies can provide more optimized outcomes
for specific scenarios, for example when we deal with a high reaction time. If we
observe the 30-day scenario, we draw a vertical line at GDP loss 5% to compare
the disaggregated and aggregated approach to implement policies. When we look
at it, we observe that Policy M leads to far fewer deaths when compared to Policy
L, from 105 to 65. This means 5 more lives for every 100,000 people while as-
suming the same GDP loss. The decrease in human loss is achieved by applying
stricter measures to young adults and adults, and allowing children and the elderly
to do most of the activities. Moreover, Policy H proposes optimal trade-off poli-
cies that only cause a 2.8% loss to the economy, but still keep deaths at 75 for the
disaggregated case. For the aggregated approach, the best trade-off that can be
achieved is 90 deaths with a 5.2% loss to the economy (Policy K).

In conclusion, our results suggest that having a more focused policy can save
more lives and also be better for the economy. Although both aggregated and
disaggregated policies have their benefits, the choice between them should be in-
formed by the specific challenges at hand, the desired outcomes, and the nuances
of the sectors or groups in question. Furthermore, our data set for epidemiolog-
ical analysis was exclusively classified by age groups, which limited our policy
formulation strictly to age-related considerations. For example, by incorporating
nonsensitive attributes such as employment status, we would be able to more ac-
curately calibrate the impact on GDP from various activities, since the amount
of money spent by the different groups on the different activities is different. By
having this information, we could better tailor the policies.

5 Conclusions
In conclusion, Our study provides a tool for designing policies in such situations,
emphasizing the value of segmentation in formulating targeted measures. Our re-
search in the canton of Vaud, Switzerland, accentuates the importance of quick
and precise policy responses during health crises. These strategies not only for-
tify public health, but also attenuate economic repercussions, ensuring a balanced
allocation of impact in times of crisis. The rapidity of policy decisions, particu-
larly at the outset of an outbreak, offers a broad spectrum of options for balancing
health risks and economic stability. However, delayed responses can critically
constrain these choices, underscoring the need for targeted policy approaches.

Future research could involve deepening demographics, such as employment
status, to reveal a wider range of policy options. For instance, introducing time-
specific policies tailored to different population segments, like allocating distinct
shopping hours for employed and unemployed individuals, could elevate the pre-
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cision and impact of these policies. This approach would retain the original
model’s optimization flexibility while ensuring equitable protection for all societal
segments. Additionally, while our focus was primarily on policy effectiveness, the
aspects of fairness, equity, and the potential resistance of the population to certain
policies, although outside the scope of this paper, would be undoubtedly crucial
for future investigations. These elements are essential to ensure not just the effi-
cacy but also the societal acceptability and ethical soundness of policy measures.
Unfortunately, our study dealt with constraints such as data accessibility and the
inevitable assumptions we had to incorporate. This underlies the ongoing need to
validate, reassess, and update our findings with evolving data.

Implementing these sophisticated policies in real-world scenarios calls for
robust data infrastructure and collaborative synergy between researchers, health
officials, and policymakers. The integration of advanced predictive tools, like
machine learning algorithms, could further enhance our policy formulation tool,
enabling more adaptive and responsive strategies. Additionally, considering the
behavioral and psychological impacts of policy changes on the population could
yield more holistic and effective interventions.

As we deal with the multifaceted impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and
prepare for future challenges, our work stands as a guiding principle, emphasizing
the importance of flexible policy making.

Declaration of generative AI and AI-assisted technologies in the
writing process
During the preparation of this work the authors used OpenAI in order to para-
phrase and check grammar and spelling. After using this tool/service, the authors
reviewed and edited the content as needed and take full responsibility for the con-
tent of the publication.
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A Calibration of the epidemiological model
In order to calibrate the parameters ρgj of model (8), we need:

• Ng the number of individuals in each group (2),

• C0
fgjt the number of contacts for the reference day (3),

• S0
g, I0g, R0

g and D0
g, the initial values of the epidemiological model, as dis-

cussed in subsection 3.1,

• ŷi
gℓ the observed number of daily infections per group.

The parameters ρgj are obtained by solving the following least-squares problem:

min
ρ,S,I,R,D

G∑
g=1

L−1∑
ℓ=6

(
ŷi
gℓ − Sgℓ

1

T

∑
f

∑
h

∑
t

ρgjC
0
fgjt

Ij(ℓ−5)

Nj

)2

(25)

subject to:

1 ≥ ρgj ≥ 0, g, h = 1, . . . , G, (26)
Sgℓ + Igℓ + Rgℓ +Dgℓ = Ng, g = 1, . . . , G, ℓ = 1, . . . , L, (27)
Sg(ℓ+1) = Sgℓ − βgℓSgℓ, g = 1, . . . , G, ℓ = 0, . . . , L− 1, (28)
Ig(ℓ+1) = Igℓ + βgℓSgℓ − γgIgℓ − µgIgℓ, g = 1, . . . , G, ℓ = 0, . . . , L− 1, (29)
Rg(ℓ+1) = Rgℓ + γgIgℓ, g = 1, . . . , G, ℓ = 0, . . . , L− 1, (30)
Dg(ℓ+1) = Dgℓ + µgIgℓ, g = 1, . . . , G, ℓ = 0, . . . , L− 1, (31)

where the vectors S, I, R, and D contain the variables of the epidemiological
model for each group and each day ℓ = 1, . . . , L.

An important simplification in our model is the assumption that the parameter
ρgj is independent of j and only a function of g. This means that we consider the
contact rate to be dependent only on the characteristics of the group in question.
This assumption is justified by the observation that social behaviors and inter-
actions, which largely influence the contact rates, are more strongly dictated by
group characteristics (such as age, occupation, social habits) rather than by the
characteristics of the individual you are encountering.

To enhance the robustness of our model, we extend the calibration of the pa-
rameters ρgj beyond a single region. Specifically, we solve the aforementioned
least-squares problem for multiple cantons. This approach allows us to test the
generalizability of our model in different demographic and geographic contexts.
The primary assumption here is that the contact rate parameters ρgj, although de-
pendent on the group g, remain consistent in different cantons. This assumption
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is based on the premise that the probability of contracting a disease given con-
tact depends mainly on the health characteristics of the individual and, therefore,
does not significantly vary across regions, especially within the same cultural and
socioeconomic context.

A.1 Calibration Results
After fitting the epidemiological model using the available data from the cantons
with a higher population number, the parameters ρgj are derived.

A.1.1 Optimized Parameters

Table 4 provides an overview of the calibrated parameters for each group.

Index Canton ρ1j × 10−6 ρ2j × 10−6 ρ3j × 10−6 ρ4j × 10−6

0 BE 86.506 15.314 37.327 65.708
1 NE 15.080 38.194 98.968 17.323
2 TI 94.906 32.254 6.794 80.611
4 VS 45.063 16.365 21.907 54.818
5 ZH 24.909 49.873 72.837 51.205

Table 4: Calibrated values of ρgj for each group g.

A.1.2 Goodness-of-Fit

A comparison between the observed data and the model output, using the opti-
mized parameters, is shown in Figure 6. The model matches closely to the distri-
bution followed by the observed epidemic curves across different cantons. Note
that the discrepancy observed in the image of the distributions can be attributed
to insufficient testing of the population during the initial wave of COVID-19. As
a result, the recorded data is approximately between 10% and 30% less than the
actual figures. This implies that for every 100 people who were infected, only 90
to 70 were actually tested.

A.2 Validation of the Epidemiological Model
Upon simulating the epidemic curve using our model, we observe a reasonable
approximation between the predicted counts and the observed data in Vaud. This
outcome not only validates the effectiveness of our model but also reinforces the
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(a) Canton BE (b) Canton NE

(c) Canton TI (d) Canton VS

(e) Canton ZH

Figure 6: Comparison of observed and modeled epidemic curves using calibrated
parameters for various cantons.

soundness of the underlying assumptions. The assumptions made about the con-
tact rate parameter ρ, recovery time, mortality rate, and other epidemiological
factors appear to hold true in the context of Vaud.

A.2.1 Validation Approach

The model is trained using the averaged data from all cantons excluding Vaud. It
is then used to simulate the epidemic curve in Vaud, and the resulting simulated
curve is compared to the real observed data from Vaud.

A.2.2 Validation Outcome

Upon simulating the epidemic curve using our model, we observe a reasonable
approximation between the predicted counts and the observed data in Vaud. The
successful alignment of the model’s predictions with actual data suggests that
the simplifications and generalizations inherent in our model do not significantly
detract from its accuracy and applicability. In particular, the assumption that ρ
is consistent across different cantons and independent of j is supported by the
model’s performance. Similarly, the estimations of recovery and mortality rates,
integral to the epidemiological model, are substantiated through this validation
process.

This concordance indicates that our model, despite its abstractions, captures
the essential dynamics of the epidemic effectively. It provides a reliable tool for
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understanding and predicting the spread of the disease, thereby aiding in informed
decision-making for public health interventions.

Figure 7: Comparison of simulated and actual epidemic curves for Vaud.
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Notation

Variable Concept Type
T numbers of time intervals within a day discrete
L number of days discrete
G number of groups discrete
N number of individuals discrete
A number of activities discrete
C number of contacts discrete
I number of infected individuals discrete
S number of susceptible individuals discrete
R number of recovered individuals discrete
D number of deceased individuals discrete
Mℓ number of individuals missing for the working

force at day ℓ

discrete

t time interval index
g, j group index
n individual index
a activity index
ℓ day index
f facility index
F set of locations set
Fa set of locations set
ŷi
gℓ observed number of daily infections data discrete

ŷg GDP before the pandemic CHF
ℓpu beginning of policy p index
ℓpv end of policy p index
Wℓ number of individuals contributing to the work-

ing force on day ℓ

integer

Γℓ GDP on day ℓ CHF
gdp0

a contribution of the GDP of activity a on day 0 CHF
θp restriction factor for policy p continuous decision variable
α employment rate
ζ Cobb-Douglas constant
λ Cobb-Douglas exponent
βgℓ Force of infection
ρgj Infection from contact between g and j

δg recovery rate
µg death rate
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